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The pH-dependence of the NMR chemical shift for titratable groups in pro-
teins often deviate from a standard Henderson–Hasselbalch (HH) titration
curve. A non-HH dependence of the chemical shift for a given residue can
arise from a single-site, non-HH titrational event for that residue, or if the
chemical shift of the group is influenced by additional titrational events
occurring in other residues. We show that simultaneous fits of several non-
HH NMR titration curves of interacting protein residues to a statistical
mechanical model can be used to distinguish between these two cases. From
fitting of non-HH titrations, we can extract electrostatic interaction energies
between protein residues. Furthermore, by performing simultaneous fits
of NMR titration curves and enzymatic pH-activity profiles, we can gain
information on the identity and populations of the catalytically competent
protonation states in enzymes. We apply the global fitting of titrational
events (GloFTE) method to experimental data on five enzyme systems and
on a single non-enzyme system, and show that the extracted electrostatic
interaction energies and effective dielectric constants for a subset of these
systems agree excellently with experimentally determined values as well
as with theoretical calculations. In the case of reduced Escherichia coli
thioredoxin we use GloFTE analysis to distinguish between two possible
interpretations of the NMR titration curves of the active site residues. We
also show that for the strongly coupled system of titratable groups in the
active site of the Bacillus circulans xylanase (BCX) N35D mutant, GloFTE fits
of a single titration curve and an enzymatic pH-activity profile can give a full
description of the energetics of the titrational events in the enzyme's active
site. Using only the X-ray crystallographic structure of the enzyme and
the electrostatic interaction energies extracted from such a GloFTE fit, we
can uniquely identify the three catalytic groups in this system. This raises
the prospect of completely characterising active site titrational events from
a single unassigned NMR titration curve and an enzymatic pH-activity
profile.
© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Electrostatic interactions play an important role
for the stability and function of all biomolecules.
Consequently, a strong evolutionary pressure is
exerted to produce proteins with electrostatic prop-
erties that are compatible with their functions in their
native environment. The functional importance of
electrostatic fields is evident for many biomolecular
reactions involving proteins (e.g. diffusion-limited
enzymes,1,2 DNA-binding proteins,3 protein-small
d.
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molecule binding,4 in protein folding processes,
and for maintaining protein stability5); however,
nowhere are the electrostatic properties of single
amino acids as important for function as in enzyme
active sites. Enzymes catalyse chemical reactions by
preferentially stabilising the transition state (TS)
more than the ground substrate (S) and product (P)
states.6 Since the TS is positioned between the S
and P states on the reaction coordinate, the TS is
often quite similar to both ground states. Investiga-
tions of how enzymes achieve preferential stabilisa-
tion of the TS compared to the S and P states con-
tinues to be an active field of research. A number of
different hypotheses have been put forward to
explain the preferential stabilisation of the TS,
including the existence of the somewhat exotic low
barrier hydrogen bond.7 However, in general it is
recognised that pre-organisation of the enzyme
active site8,9 is able to explain most of the observed
rate enhancements of catalytic reactions. In particu-
lar, the electrostatic pre-organisation as studied by
Warshel and co-workers10 is believed to play amajor
role in TS stabilisation. Here we explore an essential
component of the electrostatic environment of active
sites, namely, the protonation states of ionizable
catalytic residues. These residue can facilitate gen-
eral acid/base or nucleophilic catalysis. Further-
more, a catalytic residue is often required to serve
both as a general acid and a general base, thereby
necessitating a change in its pKa value along the
reaction pathway.11

In the retaining glycoside hydrolase family of en-
zymes, for example, the catalytic mechanism in-
volves two carboxyl/carboxylates: a general acid–
base (the proton donor/acceptor) and a nucleo-
phile.12 In these enzymes, substrate hydrolysis takes
place via a double-displacement mechanism invol-
ving direct nucleophilic attack of one carboxylate on
the glycone to produce a covalent glycosyl–enzyme
intermediate. The partner carboxyl serves a dual
role of general acid and then base during glycosyla-
tion and deglycosylation, respectively.11 Depending
upon the rate-limiting step, the pH-dependent
population(s) of the enzyme with the general acid–
base and nucleophile appropriately protonated or
deprotonated therefore determines the range of pH
values where the enzyme can be catalytically active.
In the following, we will refer to this as “the cata-
lytically competent protonation state” (CCPS).

Titration curves of enzyme active site residues

Many catalytic mechanisms require that two or
more titratable amino acids interact with the
substrate. Since the reactive moieties of substrates
are often relatively small, this can result in enzyme
active sites having a high density of titratable
groups. This in turn leads to very strong inter-
residue electrostatic interaction energies, which in
combination with desolvation and hydrogen bond-
mediated effects, can significantly perturb the pKa
values of active site residues, as demonstrated for a
number of enzymes.11,13,14 If the electrostatic inter-
action energies are sufficiently strong, and if the pKa
values of the active site groups are comparable, then
the active site residue can display titration curves
that deviate from the behaviour of a single proto-
nation equilibrium, as described by the Henderson–
Hasselbalch (HH) equation.15 A non-HH shaped
titration curve for a given residue indicates that the
protonation states of other groups influences its
titration. Such titration curves can be described
using microscopic pKa values,16 Boltzmann distri-
bution-derived pH-dependent protonation state
populations (this study), the decoupled sites repre-
sentation,17 and other methods.18 In general, the
closer the pKa values and the stronger the electro-
static interaction energies, the more the titration
curves of active site residues will deviate from the
classic, sigmoidal HH shape. Since water effectively
screens electrostatic interactions near the protein
surface, we can expect to find high electrostatic
interaction energies and non-HH titration curves in
solvent-protected cavities with a high charge den-
sity. Enzyme active sites fit this description well, and
non-HH titration curves have indeed been observed
in both an enzyme active site11,19 and for other
titratable groups in proteins20,21 using NMR mon-
itored pH-titration studies.

Interpreting NMR titration curves

NMR spectroscopy can provide site-specific mea-
surements of the ionization states and protonation
equilibria of a protein. The unambiguous determi-
nation of the ionization state of a residue requires
the direct observation its acidic proton(s).22,23 How-
ever, such labile protons are typically detectable by
NMR only when protected from rapid exchange
with water by hydrogen bonding and/or burial
within a protein. Although deuterium isotope effects
can be measured to circumvent this problem,24 the
ionization states and associated pKa value(s) of a
residue are typically inferred from the changes in the
chemical shifts of its non-exchangeable 1H, 13C, or
15N nuclei as a function of pH. In the case where a
13C or 15N nucleus is an integral part of an ionizable
moiety (i.e. a carboxyl carbon or an amino or
imidazole nitrogen), one can be confident that its
pH-dependent chemical shift changes will be domi-
nated by the ionization equilibria of that moiety.25,26

For more distant nuclei, through bond inductive or
through space electric field effects generally
weaken.27 Thus, for example the main-chain amide
1HN and 15N chemical shifts of an ionizable residue
may report the titrations of spatially proximal
groups or even pH-dependent structural changes
in a protein, rather than the titration of the residue
itself.
However, even when monitoring the carboxyl

13Cγ or 13Cδ chemical shifts of an Asp or Glu residue,
respectively, it can be very difficult to determine if
pH-dependent changes arise directly from the
titration of that residue or indirectly due to the
titration of a neighboring group. That is, the charge
state of the neighboring group can influence the
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chemical shift and/or the ionization equilibria of
the carboxyl in question.16 Hence, non-HH NMR-
monitored pH titration curves can be fit equally well
in terms of pKa values for a number of ionisable
groups (HH titrational events at multiple sites) or in
terms of pKa values for each residue that is under-
going a non-HH titration due to electrostatic cou-
pling with its neighbouring residues16 (single-site
non-HH titrational event). We term NMR chemical
shift data for which the pH dependence stems
exclusively from the ionization state of a single
titratable group as a “single-site NMR titration
curve”. Alternatively, if the pH dependence of the
NMR chemical shift data stems from the ionization
states ofmore than one titratable group,wedesignate
this as a “multiple-site NMR titration curve”.
We set out to explore ways of differentiating these

two cases, and as a working hypothesis we assume
that non-HH titration curves deduced from 13C
chemical shift changes of Asp or Glu side-chain
carboxyl nuclei describe only the ionization equili-
bria of that residue. This assumption allows us to fit
all NMR titration curves of a system simultaneously
to a standard statistical mechanical model28 that
represents the energy levels of individual micro-
scopic protonation states as a function of intrinsic
pKa values29 and pair wise electrostatic interaction
energies. We call our method “global fitting of
titrational events” (GloFTE) and show that GloFTE
reliably reproduces non-HH NMR titration curves
for a number of proteins. GloFTE is similar to the
algorithm constructed by Onufriev et al.,17 but
employs a standard pair wise potential function,
which allows for the interpretation of the fitted
GloFTE parameters as intrinsic pKa values and pair
wise electrostatic interaction energies. The GloFTE
algorithm is incorporated in the pKaTool program.28
Results

We investigate the 13C-NMR monitored titration
curves in six systems to determine if non-HH
behaviour arise from single-site non-HH titrational
events or an overlay of HH titration events at
multiple sites (i.e. chemical shift perturbations of
one residue due to changes in the ionization state of
neighbouring residues). To this end we compare the
electrostatic interaction energies and pH-dependent
protonation state populations found by the GloFTE
fits to experimental characteristics of the proteins
studied. In all systems we compare the fitted electro-
static interaction energies to electrostatic interaction
energies calculated from protein structures, and
for the enzyme systems, we compare the pH-
dependent populations of microscopic protonation
states to enzymatic pH-activity profiles. For a single
system the availability of an experimental Fourier-
transformed infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) pH-titra-
tion curve allowed for a further comparison bet-
ween theory and experiment.
We get an excellent agreement between values

extracted from the GloFTE fits and experimentally
determined characteristics for three systems, thus
strongly suggesting that in these cases the non-HH
13C NMR titration curves represent real non-HH
titrational events. For three other systems the
agreement is less good, thus highlighting that the
non-HH titration curves observed in these systems
may arise from additional effects such as the depen-
dence of chemical shift upon neighbour charge
states or pH-dependent structural changes.
In the final part of this study we investigate the

use of GloFTE fits to pH-activity profiles and NMR
titration curves for structural identification of active
site residues, and we examine when the character-
istics of a system of titratable groups (the number of
groups, their intrinsic pKa values and pair-wise
interaction energies) can be reconstructed from
incomplete experimental data.

Conditions for GloFTE fitting

Before examining the ability of the GloFTE/
pKaTool28 statistical model to reproduce the experi-
mental titration curves, it is worth reviewing some
basic features of titratable systems to gain an under-
standing of when GloFTE fitting can produce
realistic results. In order to extract electrostatic inter-
action energies, it is a requirement that titration
curves must be non-HH shaped, since the titration
curves of a pure HH system effectively represent
independent protonation equilibria that can be
produced by a very large number of system
parameter configurations. It is furthermore impor-
tant that the GloFTE fit includes all titratable groups
that interact differentially with the groups in the
system, whereas titratable groups that interact with
all groups in the same way (e.g. a distant cluster of
lysine residues that do not titrate over the pH range
examined) has no effect on the fitted electrostatic
interaction energies and therefore can treated as
constant. Furthermore, it is important to stress that
only the fitted electrostatic interaction energies and
not the fitted intrinsic pKa values can be trusted. This
is because the overall electrostatic field of the protein
can up-shift or down-shift the titration of the entire
system, thus causing significant changes in the fitted
intrinsic pKa values while leaving the fitted electro-
static interaction energies unperturbed.

Experimental data

GloFTE is a general method, which makes no
system specific assumptions and consequently can
be applied to any spectroscopic titration data and
kinetic data for a protein or protein complex. Here,
we analyse the behaviour of six systems for which
suitable published data exist. We require that the
titration curves are non-HH-shaped, reflect the
ionization of a single titratable group and, in the
case of the enzymatic systems, that the reported
NMR titration curves and pH-activity profiles are
measured under similar experimental conditions.
Since NMR titrations typically are performed on the
apo-state of an enzyme, kcat/Km pH-activity profiles
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must be considered as this is the second order rate
constant for the reaction of free enzyme and
substrate.30 We analysed NMR monitored titration
data and kinetic data for five enzyme systems (WT
and N35D BCX, RNase A, oxidized human thior-
edoxin (OHT), and reduced Escherichia coli thior-
edoxin (RET)), as well as NMR titration curves for
the tenth fibronectin type III domain from human
fibronectin (FNfn10).

BCX

Bacillus circulans xylanase (BCX) is a family 11 gly-
coside hydrolase,31 which degrades xylan using a
classic retaining double displacement mechanism.12

Glu78 is the nucleophile and must be negatively
charged for catalysis to occur, whereas Glu172
functions as a proton donor in the rate-limiting
glycosylation step of the catalytic mechanism.11 Due
to the singlemutation ofAsn35 (a hydrogen-bonding
partner of Glu172) to Asp, the N35D mutant of
BCX19 displays a pH optimum reduced from pH 5.7
to pH 4.6, and∼1.2 times the activity of thewild-type
(WT) enzyme. However, the mutant has been shown
to operate using a reverse protonation mechanism,
such that at its pH optimum, only a small fraction of
the enzyme molecules occupy the CCPS. The BCX
datasets consist of full enzymatic kcat/Km pH-
activity profiles in addition to distinctly non-HH
13C NMR titration curves, and are by far the most
complete available to us.
FNfn10

The tenth fibronectin type III domain from human
fibronectin (FNfn10) is a small β-sheet rich domain
found in many animal proteins. NMR measure-
ments showed distinctly non-HH 13C-NMR titration
curves for Asp7, Glu9, and Asp23.These residues are
in close proximity on the surface of FNfn10 and form
a negatively charged patch, suggestive of repulsive
electrostatic interactions at neutral pH.32
RNase A

Bovine pancreatic ribonuclease A (RNase A) is an
endonuclease, which utilizes a general acid-base
mechanism to hydrolyze RNA. His12 is singly pro-
tonated and acts as a general base, while His119 is
doubly protonated and serves as a general acid. This
dataset contains nearly HH-shaped 13C-NMR titra-
tion curves and initial velocity pH-activity profiles.

RET

Thioredoxins are small protein disulphide reduc-
tases, which play important roles in the redox
balance of cells. The activity of the thioredoxins in
their reduced state is dependent on the protona-
tion state of the two active site Cys residues. The
pH-dependent properties of reduced E. coli thio-
redoxin have been studied extensively, but the inter-
pretation of the titration curves for Asp26, Cys32,
and Cys35 have proven difficult. Specifically, it is
not clear which titrational events are responsible for
the observed changes in the 13Cβ chemical shifts of
Cys32 and Cys35. We apply the GloFTE method to
two different interpretations33,34 and investigate
whether the fitted biophysical properties (predicted
number of titratable groups in the system, effective
relative permittivities, and identification of active
site residues) enable us to discriminate between
the two interpretations. This data set consists of
13C-NMR titration data for Cys32 and Cys3533,34

and for Asp26.35 A pH-activity profile using insulin
as substrate is also available,36 but since the experi-
ment was performed under non-Michaelis–Menten
conditions, it is questionable if the data reflect
the ionization properties of the enzyme–substrate
complex.
OHT

Oxidized human thioredoxin is a ubiquitous
protein that contains two cysteine residues, and
serves to reduce disulphide bonds in proteins by
cysteine thiol-disulphide exchange.37 Here we inves-
tigate the non-HH carbon titration curves of Asp58,
Asp60, and Asp61.37

All experimental data and GloFTE fits described
are available for download via PEAT†.38

Identification of true non-HH titrational events

We carry out GloFTE fits for all systems to
evaluate the ability of the pKaTool model to describe
the energetics of the systems. We perform GloFTE
fits for all titration curves in a system simulta-
neously, and in cases where pH-activity profiles are
available, fits are performed both with and without
the pH-activity profile. We investigate whether each
fit is unique and optimal by performing 1000 re-fits
of each system as described in Materials and
Methods. For WT BCX, we perform a systematic
variation of all system parameters (see Supplemen-
tary Data) and find the fitted solution to be unique
and optimal. We investigate the effect of experi-
mental error in the NMR titration curves on the
fitted system parameters and find the effects to be
negligible (Tables 1 and 2).
The mean unsigned errors for all fits is below or

at 0.041 elementary charge unit indicating that the
GloFTE/pKaTool statistical model is able to repro-
duce the experimental data of the titrating systems.
System parameters obtained from fits that included
a pH-activity profile differed very little from titra-
tion curve-only fits, thus indicating a excellent
agreement between the two types of data. Fitted
intrinsic pKavalues, electrostatic interaction ener-
gies, pKa1/2 values and relative permittivities for all
systems are listed in Tables 1 and 2. Graphical
representations of the fits of WT and N35D BCX
†http://enzyme.ucd.ie/PEAT

http://enzyme.ucd.ie/PEAT


Table 1. Fitted pKa values of all systems when GloFTE is applied to titration curves alone and when the pH-activity
profile is included

System Residue Intrinsic pKa
a pKa1/2

b Mean unsigned error (e)

BCX WT NMR Glu78 4.60±0.03 4.7 0.0085
BCX WT NMR Glu172 5.48±0.03 6.6 0.0084
BCX WT NMR+activity Glu 78 4.63±0.03 4.7 0.011
BCX WT NMR+activity Glu172 5.50±0.05 6.6 0.010
BCX N35D NMR Asp35 3.84±0.02 4.1 0.019
BCX N35D NMR Glu78 4.42±0.03 5.3 0.028
BCX N35D NMR Glu172 4.33±0.02 8.2 0.017
BCXN35DNMR+activity Asp35 3.81±0.03 4.1 0.032
BCXN35DNMR+activity Glu78 4.33±0.03 5.5 0.041
BCXN35DNMR+activity Glu172 4.43±0.03 8.2 0.013
FNfn10 Asp7 3.81±0.03 4.4 0.0095
FNfn10 Glu9 4.48±0.07 5.1 0.015
FNfn10 Asp23 3.87±0.04 4.3 0.011
RNase His12 5.86±0.03 5.8 0.022
RNase His119 6.06±0.02 6.0 0.013
OHT Asp58 3.40±0.03 4.1 0.0095
OHT Asp60 3.04±0.03 3.3 0.018
OHT Asp61 3.62±0.04 4.5 0.015
RET+activity (I2) Asp26 7.19±0.04 7.4 0.038
RET+activity (I2) Cys32 7.65±0.04 8.5 0.029
RET+activity (I2) Cys35 7.58±0.04 8.8 0.041
RET+activity (I1) Asp26 7.21±0.04 7.6 0.027
RET+activity (I1) Cys32 7.67±0.03 8.9 0.029

a The intrinsic pKa value is the theoretical pKa value that a residue would have in the protein environment if not influenced by any
charged–charged electrostatic interactions with other titratable residues.

b pKa1/2 is the pH value at which the residue is half protonated.
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are displayed in Figure 1, whereas graphical
representations of the fits for the other systems
are shown in the Supplementary Data.
Despite the overall fit to the data being very

accurate, it is worth mentioning that some features
of the titration curves are not reproduced. In the case
of N35D BCX, for example, the NMR titration curve
of Glu78 shows an apparent “back-titration” event
above pH 8 which is not captured by the global
Table 2. Fitted interaction energies and estimated effective
pH-activity data

System Interaction
Calculated interact

energy (kT)a

BCX WT NMR Glu78-Glu172 3.9
BCX WT NMR+activity Glu78-Glu172 3.9
BCX N35D NMR Asp35-Glu78 2.5
BCX N35D NMR Asp35-Glu172 4.6
BCX N35D NMR Glu78-Glu172 3.5
BCX N35D NMR+activity Asp35-Glu78 2.5
BCX N35D NMR+activity Asp35-Glu172 4.6
BCX N35D NMR+activity Glu78-Glu172 3.5
FNfn10 Asp7-Glu9 0.6
FNfn10 Asp7-Asp23 0.7
FNfn10 Glu9-Asp23 0.2
RNAse His12-His119 1.7
OHT Asp58-Asp60 3.4
OHT Asp58-Asp61 2.1
OHT Asp60-Asp61 0.8
RET+activity (I2) Asp26-Cys32 1.7
RET+activity (I2) Asp26-Cys35 7.3
RET+activity (I2) Cys32-Cys35 7.8
RET+activity (I1) Asp26-Cys32 1.7

a Poisson–Boltzmann calculated interaction energies (see Materials
b Interaction energies extracted from experimental data using the G
c Calculated using fitted interaction energies as described in Mater
fitting model. This could be induced by a fourth
titratable residue interacting strongly with Glu78.
However, including a fourth unrestrained group in
the fit does not explain the apparent back titration
(data not shown). We therefore assume that this
feature of the NMR-monitored titration curve of
Glu78 results from the deprotonation of Glu172
(pKa1/2=8.2) causing the chemical shift, but not the
ionization state, of Glu78 to change.19 It is also
relative permittivities of all systems without and with

ion Fitted interaction
energy (kT)b

Effective relative
permittivityc

Inter-residue
distance (Å)

2.7±0.1 32±1.2 6.5
2.7±0.1 32±1.2 6.5
2.01±0.03 32.7±0.49 8.5
5.41±0.02 21.7±0.08 4.8
3.6±0.1 23.2±0.66 6.7
2.7±0.1 24.3±0.93 8.5
5.3±0.05 22.1±0.21 4.8
3.7±0.06 22.6±0.37 6.7
1.4±0.1 52±4.0 7.7
1.9±0.1 45±2.5 6.5
0.7±0.1 61±10 13.1
0.26±0.09 260±138 8.2
1.70±0.09 71±4.0 4.6
1.30±0.09 97±7.2 4.4
1.6±0.1 53±3.5 6.6
0.9±0.2 67±21 9.3±0.2
1.3±0.2 73±15 5.9±0.1
2.8±0.1 53±3 3.8±0.1
2.0±0.2 30±4 9.3±0.2

and Methods).
loFTE method.
ials and Methods.



Figure 1. (a) Global fit of 13C-NMR titration data (dots) of Glu78 (grey line) and Glu172 (blue line) in WT BCX. The
total 13Cδ chemical shift changes for each residue were scaled to a total charge change of −1. (b) Comparison of
experimentally measured pH-activity profile (green dots) and the catalytic competent protonation state of WT BCX with
Glu78 charged and Glu172 uncharged (red curve, (−1,0)). Both the experimentally measured pH-activity profile and
catalytic competent protonation state (green line) are scaled to unity. Also shown are the populations of the protonation
states (0,0) (grey line), (0,−1) (blue), and (−1,−1) (cyan), where 0 and −1 signifies neutral and charged forms of (Glu78,
Glu172), respectively. (c) Fit of NMR titration data of N35D BCX (dots) for Asp35 (red curve), Glu78 (grey curve), and
Glu172 (blue curve). (d) Comparison of pH-activity profile (green dots) and the catalytic competent protonation state of
N35D BCX with Asp35 uncharged, Glu78 charged, and Glu172 uncharged (purple line, (0,−1,0)). Also shown are the
distributions of the (0,0,0) (grey), (−1,0,0) (blue), (0,0,−1) (red), (−1,0,−1,) (cyan), (−1,−1,0) (yellow), (0,−1,−1) (orange), and
(−1,−1,−1) (light gray), where 0 and −1 signifies neutral and charged forms of (Asp35, Glu78, Glu172), respectively. Note
that microstates with the same net protonation levels are isomers that interconvert with pH-independent equilibria; thus
their pH-dependent population profiles are identical in shape and differ in magnitude according their relative
microscopic pKa values.
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significant that the titration curves for His12 and
His119 in RNase A only deviate slightly from the
sigmoidal HH shape, thus giving a very low
electrostatic interaction energy between these two
residues. The deformation (non-HH-shapedness) of
the titration curves in this case is close to the limit of
detection (the slopes, a, of both curves when fitted to
the linearized Henderson–Hasselbalch equation
pH=pKa+a log ([A−]/[HA]) are 0.96 compared to
1.00 of the classic HH-curve), and we therefore
expect the electrostatic interaction energy for RNase
A to be less reliable than the interaction energies
derived from more obvious non-HH titration
curves. For RET we get good agreement with the
experimental titration curves only when including
at least three titratable groups in the system (see
Discussion).
The fact that the non-HH titration curves in each

system discussed above can be reproduced by a
GloFTE fit does not unambiguously prove that these
titrations represent true single-site non-HH titra-
tional events. To identify the true non-HH titrational
events, we must also assess whether the fitted
system parameters agree with our current view of
protein electrostatics. Table 2 compares calculated
electrostatic interaction energies with fitted electro-
static interaction energies for each system. The
agreement between theory and experiment is
reasonable for WT and N35D BCX, FNfn10, and
OHT; however, it is clear that the comparison is less
favourable for RNase A and RET.

The effective relative permittivity (εeffective)

The effective relative permittivity for an electro-
static interaction between two charges can be
determined using Coulomb's law if the distance
between the charges and the interaction energy is
known. The three-dimensional structures of all the
proteins used here are available in the PDB, and we
can therefore calculate an effective relative permit-
tivity for each fitted electrostatic interaction energy.
If we compare the fitted values of εeffective to
experimentally determined values, we can further
validate if the 13C-NMR titration curves describe a
single titrational event. The values for εeffective found
in this way are 22–33 for WT and N35D BCX, 45–61
for FNfn10, 53–97 for OHT, 30–73 for RET and 260
for RNase A.
The GloFTE fits for the BCX and FNfn10 systems

yield realistic values for the effective relative
permittivity, thus indicating that the majority of the
observed chemical shift changes reflect the ioniza-
tion state the monitored 13Cγ or 13Cδ nucleus, rather
than additional chemical shift perturbations due to
the ionization of neighbouring groups or pH-depen-
dent conformational changes. Note that the effective
relative permittivity (effective dielectric constant)
describes the ease with which the electrostatic field is
transmitted in a protein–water system, whereas the
protein dielectric constant describes the same quan-
tity for a protein-only system. The unrealistic values
found for RNase A, OHT and for one interpretation
of the RET titration curves indicate that factors in
addition to single non-HH site titration events
determine the shape of the NMR titration curves.
In particular, we only consider a single protein
conformation in silico when calculating εeffective, and
the existence of protein flexibility and reorganisation
of the polar environment in the protein in vitro will
result in calculated values of the εeffective that are
artificially high.39

For RNase A an unrealistically high value for the
effective relative permittivity of 260±138 results
from the very low fitted electrostatic interaction
energy. This value is unrealistic since the dielectric
constant of water is around 80, and it is highly
unlikely that a protein is able to create a dielectric
environment that is three times more polarisable
thanwater. The large error of this permittivity reflects
the large error in the fitted electrostatic interaction
energy between these two residues. The error, in
turn, is likely to be quite high due to the small
deviation of the RNase A titration curves from the
HH shape. Furthermore it is possible that the active
site of RNase A is very dynamic, and in combination
with the solvent exposure of the active site, this could
lead to a dielectric constant for the interaction close to
that of water. Finally, additional titratable groups
could interact differentially with the histidines to
perturb their titration curves in such a way that they
appear to interact with a lower electrostatic interac-
tion energy. WHAT IF/DelPhi II Poisson–Boltzmann
equation (PBE) calculations yield an electrostatic
interaction energy between His12 and His119 of 1.7
kT, as compared to a fitted value of 0.26 kT, thus
suggesting that one or more of the above factors play
a role in RNase A active site electrostatics.
The Asp58, Asp60, and Asp61 residues in OHT

were found to have interaction energies between 1.3
kT and 1.7 kT. These interaction energies translate
into effective relative permittivities of 53 (Asp60–
Asp61), 97 (Asp58–Asp61), and 71 (Asp58–Asp60).
The high effective relative permittivities of Asp58–
Asp61 could be an indication that more interacting
titratable groups must be included in the fit in order
to fully describe the system. From the X-ray structure
of OHT, it is seen that additional titratable groups are
located in close proximity to the three aspartic acid
residues. The ionization of these additional groups
could perturb the titration curves of Asp58, Asp60,
and/or Asp61, and since not accounted for in the
GloFTE analysis, this would lead to incorrectly fitted
electrostatic interaction energies.
In the case of RET the effective dielectric constant

for the interactions varies depending on the inter-
pretation of the pH-dependence of the NMR
chemical shift, and it is found that one of the
interpretations give more realistic values for εeffective
(see below).

BCX CCPS populations

Enzymes require titratable groups to be in a
specific protonation state for catalysis to occur. Since
the statistical mechanical model used in GloFTE
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specifically calculates the pH-dependent population
of each microscopic protonation state of the system,
it is possible to fit the population of the CCPS
directly to an enzymatic pH-activity profile at the
same time as the theoretical titration curves are
being fitted to NMR titration curves. In doing so, we
assume that only the pH-dependent population of
the CCPS has an effect on the pH-activity profile of
the enzyme, and consequently that other effects such
as pH-dependent conformational changes play
insignificant roles. To fit the pH-dependent popula-
tions of the microscopic protonation states with
the pH-activity profile, it is necessary to identify
the CCPS, i.e. one has to know which protonation
states that the catalytic residues must be in for
catalysis to take place. For WT BCX, the CCPS is
known to be Glu78 negatively charged and Glu172
protonated, while for N35D BCX the CCPS is
Asp35 protonated, Glu78 negatively charged and
Glu172 protonated.11,19 Figure 1 shows the result of
GloFTE fits where both titration curves and
normalised microscopic protonation state popula-
tions have been fitted to the experimental data for
WT and N35D BCX. The inclusion of the experi-
mental pH-activity profile does not induce any
significant changes in the fitted system parameters
as compared to the values obtained from GloFTE
fits of the NMR titration curves alone (Tables 1 and
2). The excellent agreement between the fitted and
experimental curves shown in Figure 1 indicates
that only the pH-dependent population of the
CCPS plays a role in determining the pH-activity
profile in these two systems. The simultaneous
analysis of NMR titration curves and experimental
pH-activity profiles further constrains the GloFTE fit
and thereby increases our confidence in interpreting
the 13C-NMR titration curves for the BCX systems
as being a result of single-site non-HH titrational
events.
The GloFTE fits also lets us extract the maximum

population of the CCPS for each system. For WT
BCX, the maximum population of the CCPS is found
to be 75%, whereas the maximum CCPS population
for N35D BCX is 16%when both titration curves and
pH-activities are included in the fits. Interestingly,
Joshi et al.19 report the maximal activity of the N35D
mutant to be 1.2 times that of BCX wild-type, thus
indicating that the inherent activity of a N35D BCX
molecule in its CCPS is (1.2/0.16)/(1.0/0.75)∼6
times more active than a WT BCX molecule in its
CCPS. This is in contrast to Joshi et al.19 who applied
a classic fitting procedure to estimate a CCPS
population of ∼1% for N35D BCX, thus suggesting
that the mutant is ∼100 times more active than the
wild-type enzyme.

FT-IR data

Davoodi and co-workers have applied FT-IR
spectroscopy to measure the titration curve of
Glu172 in WT BCX.40 Of the nine carboxyls from
the seven Asp and two Glu residues, only the
titration of one was distinguishable due to a large
up-shift of its pKa value. This distinguishable titra-
tion curve was absent in both the E78Q and E172Q
mutants, and based upon consideration of the crystal
structure of BCX, it was assigned to Glu172.40 A
theoretical FT-IR titration curve calculated from the
GloFTE fit of WT BCX shows good agreement with
the FT-IR curve measured by Davoodi et al.
(Supplementary Data). It is important to note that
the experimental FT-IR-monitored titration curve
for Glu172 represents the sum of the titrational
events of both Glu172 and Glu78, and thus appears
more HH-like than the site-specific 13C-NMR mon-
itored titration curve for this residue.

Structural identification of titrating residues
from GloFTE fits

To further support our assumption that the non-
HH NMR titration curves in the WT and N35D BCX
and FNfn10 systems represent the microscopic
protonation equilibria for each Glu or Asp residue,
we have examined how the fitted electrostatic
interaction energies compare with electrostatic inter-
action energies calculated from a standard PBE
solver applied to a protein structure. While the
agreement between theoretical and experimental
electrostatic interaction energies is good, this com-
parison does not give us any information on the
uniqueness of the fitted electrostatic interaction
energies, i.e. we do not know how often electrostatic
interaction energies fall in this range. To assess the
uniqueness of the fitted electrostatic interaction
energies, we examine the feasibility of identifying
the titratable residues using only the fitted electro-
static interaction energies.
In the case of WT BCX, the GloFTE fit yields only

one interaction energy of 2.7 kT. A search through
the electrostatic interaction energies calculated by
the PBE-approach using the X-ray crystal structure
of WT BCX gives three pair-wise interactions that
fit this value better than that calculated for the
interaction of Glu78–Glu172 (see Supplementary
Data). However, if looking for residues that have
an interaction energy of this magnitude with either
Glu78 or Glu172, the other partner in the pair is
identified correctly, provided that the ionization of
tyrosine residues is ignored. The GloFTE fit for
N35D BCX yields three pair wise interaction
energies. A full search of all combinations of pair
wise interaction energies calculated from the X-ray
structure of this mutant correctly identifies Asp35,
Glu78 and Glu172 (Table 3). Similarly for FNfn10,
the titrating residues are correctly identified (Table
4). The successful identification of residues for all
three systems strongly bolsters the case for the
assumptions underlying the GloFTE method and
makes a strong argument that the 13C-NMR titra-
tion curves for both BCX systems and FNfn10 re-
present single-site non-HH titrational events. The
success of this identification procedure furthermore
makes it conceivable that structural features of
active sites can be deduced from NMR titration
curves and pH-activity profiles.



Table 4. Top ten matches of calculated interaction
energies for FNfn10

Asp7a Glu9a Asp23a
Length of

difference matrixb

Asp7 Glu9 Asp23 2.10
Asp7 Asp23 Glu9 2.21
Asp23 Asp3 Asp7 2.25
Asp23 Glu9 Asp7 2.29
Asp7 Asp3 Asp23 2.38
Glu9 Asp23 Asp7 2.44
Asp23 Asp7 Asp3 2.46
Thr94(C-terminal) Glu38 Asp67 2.56
Asp7 Thr94

(C-terminal)
Asp23 2.56

Asp67 Glu38 Thr94
(C-terminal)

2.56

a Residue assigned to NMR titration curve.
b Length of difference matrix is calculated using the Frobenius

inner product, as described in Materials and Methods.

Table 3. Top ten matches of calculated interaction
energies for N35D BCX

Asp35a Glu78a Glu172a
Length of

difference matrixb

Asp35 Glu78 Glu172 0.98
Glu172 Glu78 Asp35 2.21
Glu78 Asp35 Glu172 2.80
Glu172 Asp11 Asp35 3.95
Glu172 Asp35 Glu78 4.01
Glu78 Glu172 Asp35 4.24
Asp35 Asp11 Glu172 4.46
Asp35 Glu172 Glu78 4.73
Arg132 His149 Arg136 4.73
His149 Arg132 Arg136 4.88

a Residue assigned to NMR titration curve.
b Length of difference matrix is calculated using the Frobenius

inner product, as described in Materials and Methods.
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Prediction of system parameters from
incomplete data

Interpretation of NMR-derived titration curves
often presents complications because it is difficult
to distinguish between real titrational events at the
monitored site and changes in chemical shift in-
duced by titrational events at other sites. If the titra-
tion curves of the system can be fitted well with the
GloFTE model and the electrostatic interaction
energies are realistic and allow for a structural iden-
tification as for the BCX systems and FNfn10, then it
is likely that the NMR titration curves represent real
single-site titrational events involving the identified
residues. However, if a good GloFTE fit cannot be
achieved or if the electrostatic interaction energies
are unrealistic (as in the case of RNase A), then this
can be due to several reasons. These include the
possibilities that the NMR titration curves can be
influenced by titrational events at other sites, that
significant pH-dependent conformational changes
can take place, and finally the system can consist of
additional titratable groups that have not been iden-
tified. In the latter case, it is of interest to investigate
if a GloFTE fit can predict the existence, the titration
curves and the electrostatic interactions with such
unidentified additional titratable groups. If a reason-
able GloFTE fit is obtained when including addi-
tional titratable groups, then one can search for
the extra groups by NMR methods or by matching
PBE-calculated interaction energies with GloFTE
fitted interaction energies, as demonstrated above.
Here, we examine the quality of the GloFTE fits

that can be obtained when ignoring one or more
NMR titration curves for the BCX and FNfn10
systems. In each case we fit the remaining titration
curves and pH-activity profile to a GloFTE system
consisting of different number of titratable groups.
We identify the total number of titratable groups in
the system by continuing to add titratable groups
until the overall fit of the experimental titration
curves is not significantly improved (b5% relative
improvement in the mean unsigned error). We
proceed to examine how well we can reproduce
the left-out titration curves and identify the titra-
table groups in the protein structure if we know the
correct number of groups in the system. Tables 5 and
6 list the mean unsigned errors of all fits when
ignoring experimental titration curves and/or pH-
activity profiles, the rank of the correct residues in
our structural identification procedure, and the
number of groups that GloFTE predicts the system
to consist of. The correlation between fitted and
experimental titration curves for the “leave-out” fits
is shown in Figure 2.
Analysing the data from N35D BCX and FNfn10

demonstrates that it is harder to predict an unknown
number of additional titratable groups in the
system. However, once the correct number of titrat-
able groups is known, it is in most cases possible to
correctly identify these groups in the 3D structure
of the protein. In practice, a combination of these
two techniques with common sense will give an
improved performance and allow researchers to
evaluate hypotheses on the determinants of enzy-
matic pH-activity profiles and NMR titration curves.

Reproduction of titration curves and structural
identification of residues

For WT BCX, the titration curves of Glu78 or
Glu172 (i.e. the “left-out” residue) can be repro-
duced accurately based on the fit of the titration
curves for Glu172 or Glu78, respectively. The mean
unsigned errors of the left-out titration curves are
about a factor of 2 higher compared to when they are
included in the fit, yet overall they are still quite low
(less than or equal to 0.026 elementary charge units).
In the case of N35D BCX, the titration curve of
Asp35 or Glu78 can be predicted quite well using the
data for the remaining two residues, whereas the
titration curve of Glu172 is predicted poorly. The
prediction of the left-out titration curves improves
significantly when the pH-activity profile is
included in the fit. With only the titration curve for
Glu172 and the pH activity profile for BCX N35D
included in the fit, the remaining two titration
curves for Asp35 and Glu78 are reproduced quite



Table 5. Leaving out titration curves and/or pH activity profiles for BCX

Titration curve/activity
profile (a.p.) left out Asp 35 Glu 78 Glu 172 Activity profile

Residue
ID rank

Number of
groups identified

WT none – – – – – 2
WT Glu78 – 0.015 −0.0038 −0.005 – 2
WT Glu172 – −0.0036 0.015 −0.004 – 2
WT a.p. – −0.0025 −0.0014 0.009 – 4
WT Glu78, a.p. – 0.007 −0.0034 0.001 – 2
WT Glu172, a.p. – −0.0046 0.012 0.039 – 4
N35D none – – – – 1 3
N35D Asp35 0.026 −0.002 0.003 −0.004 1 3
N35D Glu78 −0.008 0.031 0.0 −0.009 1 3
N35D Glu172 −0.013 −0.006 0.31 −0.008 93 2
N35D a.p. −0.013 −0.013 0.004 0.024 1 4
N35D Asp35, a.p. 0.052 −0.014 −0.0076 0.043 1 3
N35D Glu78, a.p. −0.018 0.021 −0.0055 0.007 1 4
N35D Glu172, a.p. −0.017 −0.014 0.44 0.29 N100 4
N35D Asp35, Glu78 0.011 0.048 −0.0034 −0.014 1 3
N35D Asp35, Glu172 0.0 −0.0023 0.21 −0.0094 2 2
N35D Glu78, Glu172 −0.011 0.04 0.15 −0.013 4 2
N35D Glu78, Glu172, a.p. −0.020 0.0081 0.32 0.19 N100 4
N35D Asp35, Glu172, a.p. 0.015 −0.015 0.39 0.23 N100 2
N35D Asp35, Glu78, a.p. 0.091 0.0065 −0.0077 0.035 1 3

Change in mean unsigned error of fit for each individual titration curve and the pH activity profile compared to when all experimental
data are included in the fit. Numbers in bold correspond to titration curves and pH activity profiles (a.p.) that were not included in the fit.
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well. However, leaving out Glu172 results in larger
errors in the prediction of the remaining titration
curves (Figure 2(b)). Using PBE-calculated electro-
static interaction energies from the PDB structure of
BCX N35D, Asp35, Glu78 and Glu172 are correctly
identified for all the leave-out fits in Table 5 except in
the cases where Glu172 and the pH activity are not
included in the fit.
Table 6 and Figure 2(d) show the results of a similar

leave-out analysis for FNfn10. The titration curves of
Glu9 and Asp23 are reproduced well, having mean
unsigned errors that are 2.4 and 3.3 times higher
compared to the errorswhen all three titration curves
are included in the fit. The titration curves of Asp7 is
not reproduced equally well, having an error that is
ten times higher. We are able to correctly identify all
three titrating residues when only been given
information about two of the titration curves in the
two caseswhereGlu9 andAsp27were left out.When
Asp7 was left out of the global fit, the correct
identification ranked as number 6. When two
titration curves were left out and only information
about one curve was available to the global fitting
method, the residues were identified correctly only
when Asp7 was included in the fit.
Table 6. Leave-out fits of FNfn10

Left out Asp7 Glu9

FNfn10 none – –
FNfn10 Asp7 0.087 −0.004
FNfn10 Glu9 0.0002 0.021
FNfn10 Asp23 −0.0003 0.0
FNfn10 Glu9, Asp23 −0.002 0.071
FNfn10 Asp7, Asp23 0.058 −0.0037
FNfn10 Asp7, Glu9 0.042 0.093

Change in mean unsigned error of fit for each individual titration cu
included. Numbers in bold correspond to left-out titration curves.
Prediction of the number of titratable groups in a
system

The number of titratable groups that a system
consists of is harder to gauge using our method.
Using an arbitrary cutoff for error improvement
allows us to correctly predict the number of groups
in only 11 of the 27 cases considered for the BCX
systems and FNfn10. As when predicting titration
curves, it is evident that some titration data contain
more information on the system than other. Thus,
for example, we fail to predict the correct number of
titratable groups in for BCX N35D in all cases where
the titration curve of E172 is left out.

Reduced E. coli thioredoxin

There has been much debate on the titrational
behavior of Asp26, Cys32, and Cys35 in reduced
E. coli reduced thioredoxin (RET).33–36,41 Due to the
difficulties of distinguishing single and multi-site
titrational events, NMR titration data for these resi-
dues have been interpreted in two ways. The main
difference between the two interpretations is that
in interpretation 1 (I1) Cys35 does not titrate below
Asp23 Residue ID rank
Number of

groups identified

– 1 4
0.0 9 4

−0.0022 1 3
0.025 2 4
0.030 1 2
0.037 N100 2

−0.0033 41 2

rve when compared to the fit where all three titration curves are
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pH 11, whereas in interpretation 2 (I2) Cys35 titrates
at the same pH as Cys32.
Both I1 and I2 are supported by 13C-NMR spec-

troscopic measurements of the 13Cβ chemical shift
of Cys32 and Cys35,33 by direct measurement of
the titration of Asp2635 and by various mutagenic
data.36 The 13Cβ chemical shift of both Cys32 and
Cys35 display a pH-dependence that can be inter-
preted as a titration with a pKa of ∼7.5. However,
since the magnitude of the chemical shift for Cys35
is much smaller than for Cys32, one might conclude
that the changes observed for Cys35 are due to the
titration of Cys32, and thus that only Cys32 titrates
below pH 11. The 13Cβ chemical shift data of Cys32
are observed to have an infliction, which is ascribed
to the interaction with Asp 26.33 The alternative
interpretation (I2) is that both Cys32 and Cys35
titrate with the same pKa value.
Distinguishing between I1 and I2 thus presents an

interesting test case for the GloFTE procedure, since
(1) the number of groups titrating is unknown, and
(2) it is unknown if the 13C- NMR titration curves
represent single-site non-HH titrational events. To
distinguish between the two interpretations we
fit the 13C chemical shift curves and a pH activity
profile36 of RET using GloFTE. In accordance with
our previous analyses we assume that each NMR
titration curve represents a single-site titrational
event and describes the full titration of the residue in
question, and additionally that there are no con-
formational changes in the system. We employ the
procedure for finding the correct number of titra-
table groups in the system as described in Materials
and Methods and find that for I1 inclusion of a third
unknown group significantly improves the fit of the
data. We were not able to identify the three residues
in the RET structure by comparing fitted interaction
energies to PBE calculated interaction energies
(Supplementary Data). However, a direct compar-
ison between the third theoretical titration curve and
the NMR titration curve of Cys35 shows a good
match (mean unsigned error: 0.043 e), thus suggest-
ing that indeed all three residues titrate in the pH
range examined, in accord with I2.
For I2, the best overall fit of the data was achieved

using three titratable groups and setting the CCPS to
contain one deprotonated and two protonated
groups. The mean unsigned errors were 0.035 for
the titration curves and 0.081 normalised units for
the pH-activity profile. The fitted interaction ener-
gies were found to be 0.9±0.2 (Asp26–Cys32),
1.3±0.2 (Asp26–Cys35), 2.8±0.1 (Cys32–Cys35) and
correspond to effective relative permittivities of
67±21, 73±15, and 53±3, respectively (Table 2).
Again, it was not possible to identify the three resi-
dues in the RET 3D structure using the fitted inter-
action energies, signifying that the dielectric prop-
erties of the RET active site is likely to be influenced
by structural rearrangements. Thus, as noted above,
in order to reproduce the NMR titration curves
for Asp26 and Cys32 simultaneously with the
pH-activity profile, a third group with a titration
curve that is quite similar to the NMR titration curve
measured for Cys35 must be included. This analysis
points to I2 being correct. However, since we fail to
identify the residues in the RET structure using com-
parisons with PBE-calculated interaction energies,
and since the effective dielectric constant found for
I1 is more realistic than the values found for I2, we
cannot rule out that the NMR titration curves
represent multiple HH titrational events or that
some titration curves are incomplete. Nevertheless
our data confirm that I2 is a viable scenario for the
interpretation of the pH-dependent properties of
RET if its active site has a high effective dielectric
constant.
Discussion

The ability to ascertain if non-HH carbon NMR
titration curves originate from single-site non-HH
titrational events is of considerable importancewhen
studying the catalytic mechanism of enzymes and
when analysing pH-activity profiles. The GloFTE
method presented here can successfully fit non-HH
titration curves in six systems and enables research-
ers to make very educated guesses as to the existence
of single-site non-HH titrational events by allowing
for a direct comparison between fitted values and a
number of experimental quantities. This is demon-
strated most convincingly for the BCX systems
where the large amount of experimental data allows
for comparisons between fitted system parameters
and observable biophysical quantities (pH-activity
profiles, structural identity, and FT-IR curve). The
analysis of the non-HH NMR titration curves for
FNfn10 also suggests that this system consists of
single-site non-HH titration curves. For RET we
show that the GLoFTE method can be used to assess
different interpretation of RET active site titrational
properties. Although we cannot confidently identify
the correct interpretation, one interpretation (I2)
emerges as the more likely candidate. The remaining
systems cannot be interpreted successfully, since the
values of the effective relative permittivities are
unrealistic. In the case of RNase A, the very large
dielectric constant points to other factors influencing
the transmission of the electrostatic field, and the
GloFTE/pKaTool model therefore breaks down.
Similarly for OHT we find that the effective relative
permittivities are too high to allow for a description
of the system using the GloFTE assumptions.
It is thus evident that some systems of titratable

groups can be analysed purely in terms of electro-
static interactions (BCX systems and FNfn10),
whereas other systems require further parameters
(such as structural changes and contributions from
several titrational events to the observed changes in
chemical shift) to accurately capture the system
energetics. The question arises whether a successful
GloFTE analysis of a system (as in the case of the
BCX systems and Fnfn10) proves the existence of
single-site non-HH titrational events. In other
words, is it possible that the non-HH-shaped 13C-
NMR titration curves can result from chemical shift



Figure 2. (a) Global fits of WT BCX with the titration curve of Glu78 (top) or Glu172 (bottom) left out. Experimental NMR data are represented by dots. Fit titration curves are
drawn in grey (Glu78) and blue (Glu172). Left-out titration curves are dotted. The global fits are done only using titration data of the remaining titration curve (left-hand side), or
also including the pH activity profile (right-hand side). (b) Global fits of N35D BCX with the titration curve of Asp35 (top), Glu78 (middle), or Glu172 (bottom) left out,
respectively. The global fits are done only using titration data of the two remaining titration curves (left-hand side), or also including the pH activity profile (right-hand side).
Experimental NMR data are represented by dots. Left-out titration curves are shaded. The fit titration curves are coloured as follows: Asp35, red; Glu78, grey; Glu172, blue. (c)
Global fits of N35D BCX of only the titration curve of Asp35 (top), Glu78 (middle), or Glu172 (bottom), respectively (left), and the pH-activity profile (right). Experimental NMR
data are represented by dots. Left-out titration curves are shaded. The fit titration curves are coloured as follows: Asp35, red; Glu78, grey; Glu172, blue. Note that in some cases the
identities of the two left-out titration curves are swapped by the GloFTE algorithm as it has no way to distinguish between the two. (d) Global fits of FNfn10 with one or two
titration curves left out, as indicated to the left of each individual fit. The experimental NMR data are represented by dots. The fit titration curves are coloured as follows: Asp7,
grey; Glu9, blue; and Asp23, red.
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perturbations originating from pure HH titration
curves? While we cannot exclude all imaginable
scenarios, it is clear that if the titration curves in the
BCX active site are to be HH-shaped, then the
electrostatic interaction energies have to be lowered
significantly and in such a way that the pH-
dependent population of the CCPS still agrees
with the pH-activity profile of the system. However,
very low electrostatic interaction energies do not
agree with the very short distances between the
titratable groups in the BCX active site unless the
effective relative permittivity is very high. While we
cannot exclude the existence of specific conforma-
tional changes coupled to protonation events that
produce non-HH shaped NMR titration curves and
maintain the pH-dependent population of the
CCPS, we consider it safe to apply Ockham's razor
in this case and assume that the titration curves in
the BCX systems are dominated by single-site non-
HH titrational events.
In the case of OHT, RNase A and RET, it is

tempting to speculate that conformational changes
play a role in the electrostatics for these systems,
and that the titration curves we observe thus are a
weighted average of the titration curves of the
individual side-chains in two or more conforma-
tions. However, it is also possible that extra titratable
groups must be included in the systems to allow for
a successful analysis, or that the chemical shift
changes for OHTand RNase A are a result of several
uncoupled HH titrational events.
In general it would be expected that more rigid

systems aremore likely to be appropriate for GloFTE
analysis since the chemical shift of fixed side-chains
are less likely to be influenced by nearby titrational
events. This certainly seems to be the case for the
BCX systems whereas it is less obvious that the sur-
face side-chains of FNfn10 occupy fixed positions.
It certainly is of interest to establish whether non-

HH NMR titration curves originate from single-site
non-HH titrational events, but it is also of significant
interest to experimentally determine electrostatic
interaction energies and the value of the relative
permittivity in proteins. The present study illustrates
that, if one is confident that carbon NMR titration
curves represent real single-site non-HH titrational
events, then it is possible to determine the electro-
static interaction energy between a pair of residues
with good accuracy. More strikingly, in the last part
of the paper we show that for a strongly coupled
system of titratable residues, it is possible to predict
the number of groups, the energetics and the identity
of each titratable group using only a single titration
curve and a pH-activity profile. This raises the
possibility of using GloFTE fits for assigning NMR
resonances from pH-titration spectra for non-HH
curves, thus providing a quick route for studying the
electrostatics of enzyme active sites for relatively
rigid enzymes. Not all non-HH titration curves have
the same information content; however, in general
the titration curves of acidic residues that titrate at
higher pH values will contain more information on
the system energetics since these titration curves will
be influenced by the titration of all proximate resi-
dues titrating at lower pH values. The ability to
predict the system energetics correctly thus crucially
depends on which NMR titration curve is used.
Conclusion

We have applied the GloFTE method on several
systems of interacting protein residues. In all cases
experimental titration curves could be reproduced
quite well, and in particular with the BCX systems,
we obtained excellent fits to both titration curves and
the pH-activity profile. We show that comparisons
between calculated and fitted electrostatic interac-
tion energies can be used to identify the titratable
residues in FNfn10 and BCX, thus providing strong
evidence that the non-HH carbon NMR titration
curves for these systems indeed represent single-site
non-HH titrational events. An analysis of two
different interpretations of the RET titrational prop-
erties allow us to identify the more likely interpreta-
tion and identify requirements for the system
behaviour to be physically realistic. Finally we
show that a single titration curves in combination
with a pH-activity profile can be used to predict the
energetics of a system of strongly coupled titratable
groups, and we outline the use of this method for
NMR studies of enzyme active site electrostatics.
Materials and Methods

Titration curve and pH-activity profile data

The 13C NMR titration curves and pH-activity pro-
files (kcat/Km) for wild-type and the N35D variant of
B. circulans xylanase (BCX) have been published.11,19 NMR
titration curves for fibronectin type III domain of human
fibronectin (FNfn10) were obtained from Koide et al.32 The
titration curves for bovine pancreatic RNase A was
obtained from Walters and Allerhand42 and pH activity
profiles were obtained from Findlay et al.43 Titration data
for oxidized human thioredoxin (OHT) were obtained
from Qin et al.,37 and titration data for reduced E. coli
thioredoxin (RET) were obtained from Chivers et al.33 and
Jeng et al.35 In cases where only graphical data were
available, data points were digitized using g3data‡.
All NMR data were scaled such that the total change in

chemical shift with increasing pH corresponds to the
complete deprontonation of the residue in question.
Hence, acidic groups titrate from 0.0 to −1.0 elementary
charge and basic groups titrate from +1.0 elementary
charge to 0.0.
Calculation of titration curves and the pH-dependent
populations of protonation states

The theoretical titration curves are calculated from
intrinsic pKa values and pair-wise interaction energies
using a statistical mechanics average. The intrinsic pKa

http://www.frantz.fi/software/g3data.php
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values are the theoretical pKa values that each residue
would have in the protein environment if not influenced
by any charged–charged electrostatic interactions with
other titratable residues. The average charge bρiN of a
titratable group i in a system of N titratable groups is
calculated by evaluating the Boltzmann sum for all 2N

protonation states of the system:44

hUii ¼
X2N
n¼1

yn ið Þg ið Þ expð�DGn=kTÞP2N
n¼1

expð�DGn=kTÞ

where δn(i) is 0 if group i is neutral in protonation state n
and 1 if group i is charged in protonation state n. The sign
of the group's charge is set by γ(i) which is −1 for an Asp,
Glu, Tyr, or Cys and +1 for a His, Lys, or Arg The free
energy of protonation state n, ΔGn, is relative to a
reference state where all titratable groups are neutral
and hence devoid of electrostatic interactions. ΔGn is
given by:

DGn ¼
XN
i¼1

qnðiÞ½2:3kTðpH � pKint
ai Þ� þ ynðiÞ

X
1V jb i

ynðjÞDGij

0
@

1
A

where ΔGij is the charged-charged interaction between
groups i and j, and pKai

int is the intrinsic pKa value of group
i. A particularly appealing feature of this formalism is that
one can extract simple charge–charge electrostatic interac-
tion energies that allow for the estimation of effective
dielectric constants as explored here. A drawback of the
formalism is that conformational changes in the interacting
groups cannot taken into account, since the distances
between interacting groups are assumed to be pH-
independent. More general models that include conforma-
tional changes in titrational processes are available,17,18 but
the fitted parameters from these models cannot easily be
interpreted in terms of simple charge–charge interaction
energies.

Fitting of theoretical titration curves and theoretical
pH-activity profiles to experimental data

We carry out all fits of the models to the measured NMR
titration curves using an implementation of the Leven-
berg–Marquardt algorithm.45,46 Using this algorithm, the
intrinsic pKa values and interaction energies are optimised
so that the theoretical statistical mechanics model will
reproduce the experimentally determined titration curves
and pH activity profiles. This is achieved by minimizing
the error of the fit, calculated as the sum of the differences
between the charge fraction of all measured points on
the NMR titrations curves, cmeasured, and the theoretical
titration curves, ctheoretical:

Etitration�curves ¼
X
curves

X
pH�values

jcmeasured � ctheoreticalj
When fitting to NMR titration curves and a pH-activity
profile, the error includes the sum of differences of the
measured points on the normalised pH-activity profile,
ameasured and the theoretical CCPS population, atheoretical:

Eall ¼ Etitration�curves þ
X

pH�activity

jameasured � atheoreticalj
Uniqueness of fitted solutions

In order to assess the ability of the fitting algorithm to
find unique and optimal solutions, a full combinatorial
parameter scan was performed for WT BCX. The scan was
carried out by varying all possible combinations of model
parameters on a grid. The intrinsic pKa values were varied
between 2.0 and 10.0 with a step size of 0.1 and the
interaction energies between 0 and 10 kTwith a step size of
0.1 kT, thereby scanning a total of 640,000 ((10.0–2.0/
0.1)2(10.0kT/0.1kT)) combinations.We calculated the error
of the fit between the theoretical model and the experi-
mentally measured curves for each tested parameter set.
In order to quantify the differences between parameter

solutions, we calculate the Euclidean distance in para-
meter space between two parameter sets. The distance
between two solutions a and b for a system containing n
intrinsic pKa values and m=n(n–1)/2 interaction energies
in units of kTwould therefore be:

dab ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
i¼1

ðpKa;i
a � pKb;i

a Þ2 þ
Xm
j¼1

ðEa
j � Eb

j Þ2
vuut

The mean unsigned errors between the experimental and
fitted curves for the 640,000 parameter combinations were
recorded and plotted as a function of the Euclidean
distance in parameter space (see Supplementary Data).
The solution found by the GloFTE method for WT BCX
was the best, unique solution as it has the lowest mean
unsigned error of all the sampled combinations. For all
other systems the quality and uniqueness of the found
solution was tested by performing 1000 fits using random
values for the intrinsic pKa values and electrostatic
interaction energies as starting points. In all cases, the
solutions were found to be unique and optimal for
describing the system within the limitations of the model
(see Supplementary Data).

Estimation of experimental uncertainty

The uncertainty of the fitted intrinsic pKa and interaction
energy values due to experimental uncertainty was
assessed as follows.14 The measured points on the titration
curveswere perturbedwith randomvalues in the ranges of
(−0.1; 0.1) for the pH values and (−0.01; 0.01) elementary
charges for the charges. If included, the normalised activity
data were perturbed with random values in the range
(−.0.05; 0.05). The Levenberg–Marquardt fitting algorithm
was then rerun using the randomly perturbed values. We
repeated this procedure 100 times to obtain the reported
average intrinsic pKa values and interaction energies,
along with their standard deviations.

Calculation of the effective relative permittivity

The effective relative permittivity (the effective dielec-
tric constant) was calculated for all fitted electrostatic
interaction energies using the relation:

Eeffective ¼ abs
e2

4kE0
1

dEelec

� �

Eeffective ¼ abs
2:3071d10�28Jm

dEelec

� �

Eeffective ¼ abs
560:45kT4

dEelec

� �
;T ¼ 298:15K

where Eelec is the electrostatic interaction energy in kT,
d is the distance between the two groups in Å, e is
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the elementary charge, and q1 and q2 are the charges of
the two interacting residues in units of elementary
charges. The distance between charged residues was
measured as the distance between the Asp Cγ/Glu Cδ/
His Cγ/Cys Sγ atoms in the interacting residues. The
following PDB47 entries were used for measuring inter-
residue distances: WT BCX: 1xnb; N35D BCX: 1c5h;
FNfn10: 1ttg; RNase A: 1fs3; OHT: 1eru; and RET: 1xob.
All structures used originate from X-ray diffraction
studies, except 1xob and 1ttg which were derived by
NMR spectroscopy. In the case of 1xob where 20 models
are available, the average distance in the 20 structures was
used and the standard deviation was used as an error
estimate.

Calculation of FT-IR curves

Theoretical FT-IR curves were calculated by summing
the charged fraction of the n titration curves in the system.
The theoretical FT-IR curve was scaled by a factor, a, and
added an offset, t, to match the experimental FT-IR
titration curve. The theoretical relative intensity Ir at a
given pH is therefore given as:

I pHr ¼ ad
Xn
i

c pHi

 !
þ t

where ci
pH is the protonation fraction of residue i at a given

pH value.

Structural identification of titratable groups

We compare the GloFTE fitted interaction energies to
electrostatic interaction energies calculated from a 3D
structure to identify the protein residues that constitute
the system of titratable groups. The GloFTE fitted inter-
action energies are stored in a n×n symmetric interaction
energy matrix, F. We calculate all pair-wise interaction
energies in the appropriate protein 3D structure using
Delphi II48 as interfaced by the WHAT IF pKa calculation
suite.49,50 These interaction energies are stored in a N×N
interaction energy matrix W (N is the number of titratable
groups in the protein). All combinations of n groups of the
N groups in W are extracted to form k=N!/(N–n)! n×n
matrices, wk, of calculated interaction energies.
In order to identify the combination of calculated

interaction energies that best match the fitted interaction
energies, we find the difference between calculated and
fitted interaction energies, dk=F–wk, using element-wise
subtraction. We apply the Frobenius inner product (which
is a generalization of the vector dot product) and norm to
determine the length of all difference matrices, ||dk||=ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
traceðdT

kdkÞ
q

, where dk
T is the conjugate transpose of dk.

The length of the distancematrices are ranked to find the best
match between fitted and calculated interaction energies.
Identification of the number of titratable groups

In order to investigate whether the GloFTE method can
be used to identify the number of titratable groups in a
system, we fit experimental NMR titration curves to
systems with varying number of groups. We continue
adding extra groups to the system until the addition of an
extra titratable group decreases the overall error of the fit
by less than 5% as compared to the error of the reference
run for each system.
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